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Abstract: Resistance upset welding is successfully applied to Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS)
steel fuel cladding. Due to the strong correlation between the mechanical properties and the
microstructure of the ODS steel, this study focuses on the consequences of the welding process
on the metallurgical state of the PM2000 ODS steel. A range of process parameters is identified to
achieve operative welding. Characterizations of the microstructure are correlated to measurements
recorded during the welding process. The thinness of the clad is responsible for a thermal unbalance,
leading to a higher temperature reached. Its deformation is important and may lead to a lack of joining
between the faying surfaces located on the outer part of the join which can be avoided by increasing
the dissipated energy or by limiting the clad stick-out. The deformation and the temperature reached
trigger a recrystallization phenomenon in the welded area, usually combined with a modification of
the yttrium dispersion, i.e., oxide dispersion, which can damage the long-life resistance of the fuel
cladding. The process parameters are optimized to limit the deformation of the clad, preventing the
compactness defect and the modification of the nanoscale oxide dispersion.

Keywords: ODS steel; PM2000; oxide dispersion strengthened; welding; resistance welding; fuel cladding;
sodium fast reactor; dynamical recrystallization

1. Introduction

Today, energetic needs are increasing and will keep increasing in the coming decades. Nuclear energy
is an interesting solution to produce part of this energy. Fourth-generation reactors are being studied
and they are foreseen to be operational by the year 2040. The Generation IV International Forum (GIF
Symposium, 9–10 September 2009, Paris, France) has identified six concepts of reactors. Among these
concepts, Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR) technology is studied in France due to large feedback in Phénix and
Superphénix. The generation IV innovative concept of SFR introduces some specifications that are different
from those of the past SFR which are not sustained by present materials. Consequently, new materials
have to be qualified [1].

In order to increase the efficiency of the new SFR, the fuel cladding material may have to undergo
higher dpa (displacement per atom) than the stainless steels previously used and presented in Nuclear
systems of the future generation IV. Potential substitutes are Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS)
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alloys due to promising corrosion and neutron behavior and good high temperature mechanical
properties. These properties are the consequence of a homogeneous dispersion of nanoscale oxide
particles inside the metallic matrix [2].

If the ODS material transitions to a molten phase during the fabrication route and especially
during the assembling step, the nanoscale particles may be reallocated in the matrix and the initial
oxide dispersion may be modified. Consequently, solid-state welding processes are promising [3,4].

Among the solid-state welding processes, resistance upset welding has been successfully applied
to various ODS alloys for several fuel pin cladding applications [5–10]. These studies focused on
mechanical test results. The welds are characterized using mechanical testing up to 800 ◦C by traction,
burst test, creep or fatigue. Little or no information is related to microstructure evolution or oxide
distribution evolution. However, metallurgical analyses have been conducted on several ODS alloys
welded by different processes such as inertia friction welding [11], friction stir welding [12–14] and
diffusion bounding [15]. It appears that these processes can induce modification of the metallurgical
state, including dynamic recrystallisation, modification in grain orientation or modification in the
oxide dispersion. Some rupture in these modified areas is reported [4,11].

The modifications of the microstructure, occurring during solid-state bonding, may lead to possible
changes in the mechanical properties. A lack of metallurgical studies on resistance upset welding on
ODS alloys has been identified. This study focuses on the metallurgical evolution during resistance upset
welding applied to cladding made in a ferritic ODS alloy (PM2000). Evidence of modifications of the
nanoscale oxide dispersion is shown. Therefore, the process parameters have to be optimized in order to
produce welds with good compactness and no modification of the oxide distribution.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material and Geometry

The studied material is PM2000 in the recrystallized form (millimeter-sized grains) produced
by PLANSEE (Metallwerk Plansee GmbH, Lechbruck am See, Germany). It is a ferritic ODS alloy
strengthened by nano-oxides composed of yttria (size <50 nm) or Aluminum and yttria (size < 100 nm).
Its composition is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. PM2000 nominal composition (wt %).

Fe Cr Al Ti Y2O3

Balanced 20 5.5 0.5 0.5

The pieces to be welded are a clad and an end plug. The clad has an outside diameter of 10.5 mm
and a thickness equal to 0.5 mm. The end plug has a diameter of 10.5 mm. The contact surfaces are
chamfered with an angle of 45◦. Figure 1 shows the pieces to be welded: clad and end plug.
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2.2. Resistance Welding Process

The resistance welding process is composed of three main steps [16] represented in Figure 2:
the squeezing phase, the welding phase and the forging phase. The two pieces to be welded are
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circled by two electrodes. The length of the clad that is out of the electrode, called “clad stick-out” (Cs),
is considered as a process parameter as demonstrated in a previous paper [17] and observed by other
authors on other materials [7,9]. During the squeezing phase, the two pieces to be welded are put and
held in contact by a contact force Fw. The next step is the welding phase: a current with an intensity Iw

is imposed through the two pieces in contact for a duration tw. The Joule effect generates heat in the
materials, especially near the contact surfaces between the two pieces. Then, during the forging phase,
the current is stopped and the contact force Fw is upheld until the cooling of the weldment is complete.
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2.3. Experimental Device and Measurements

The experimental device has been developed for the considered geometry and is fabricated by the
French company “TECHNAX industrie” (Saint-Priest, France). The device is composed of three parts:

• An electrical device: This part is composed of transformers and rectifiers delivering a rectified
smoothed current with a frequency of 2 kHz;

• A control device: This part allows the setting of the process parameters (contact force Fw,
current intensity Iw, welding time tw);

• A welding device: A schematic view of this part is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic view of the welding device (Fw = welding force; Iw: welding current intensity;
1: end plug; 2: clad; 3: pneumatic jack; 4 and 5: electrodes).

The end plug (1) and the clad (2) to be welded are circled by two electrodes (4 and 5). The end plug
and its electrodes are attached to the moving part of the device whereas the clad and its electrode
are attached to the frame of the device and are motionless. The contact force is applied by means of
a pneumatic jack (3) that put in contact the two pieces to be welded (1 and 2). Once the mechanical
contact is established (the squeezing phase), the electrical device imposes the current through the two
pieces by means of the electrodes.

The device is instrumented to measure the current intensity I(t), the axial position of the
mobile part x(t), the electrical potential between the electrodes Uelec(t) and the force F(t) every 10 µs.
From these measurements, it is possible to compute two values:
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The dissipated energy at the end of the process Eend represents the amount of electrical energy
dissipated in the welded pieces and the electrodes at the end of the welding process. This value is
computed according to the following equation:

Eend =

t=tend∫
t=0

Uelec(t)× I(t)× dt (1)

The collapse value is the length change of the pieces during the welding phase.

2.4. Sample Preparation and Observation

The welded pieces are cut along one diameter. Therefore, the weld can be observed in two locations,
one face located at 180◦ of the other. All welds are observed using an optical microscope (Zeiss, München,
Germany) before and after a metallographic etch (20 s in 20 mL H2O–20 mL HCl–15 mL HNO3).

The yttrium dispersion is characterized (localization and quantification) using a CAMECA SX100
(CAMECA, Gennevilliers, France) microprobe at 20 kV with a step of 1 µm and a dwelling time of
7 ms. Therefore, only the modifications at a microscopic level are observed. Back Scattering Electron
(BSE) observations have been conducted on some welds using the same device.

3. Results

In this study, we deliberately made different kinds of weld—from good quality weld to weld
with obvious defects. The aim is to have a good understanding of the formation of the welds in order
to avoid the defects. The process parameter range is listed in Table 2. In the following, the process
parameters will be quoted as a quadruplet (Fw; Iw; tw; Cs).

Table 2. Process parameter range.

Name Description Min. Max.

Fw Force (N) 1800 2200
Iw Current intensity (kA) 14 18
tw Welding time (ms) 10 15
Cs Clad stick-out (mm) 0.2 0.8

It has to be noted that some welds present a compactness defect on one of their faces due
to material ejection. These material ejections are under investigation but their location seems to
incriminate the electrode—clad electrical contact. The faces presenting these defects are not taken into
account and are rejected from the metallurgical analysis.

3.1. Welding Mechanism on Typical Welds

Figure 4 shows a typical weld with good compactness, a continuous interface and no modification
of the yttrium distribution except in the internal upset. The modifications in the upsets are supposed to
have no importance in the mechanical properties of the weld due to their positions outside the welded
joint. The observations in the end plug, “far” from the joint, are representative of the base material due
to the low temperature and the negligible deformation reached in this part [17]. Cavities are due to the
fabrication route.
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= (1800 N; 14 kA; 15 ms; 0.8 mm): (a) Back Scattering Electron (BSE) picture; (b) Corresponding
yttrium distribution.

The thinness of the clad compared to the bulk end plug creates a thermal unbalance, leading to
higher temperatures in the clad than in the plug. Therefore, the clad is always more deformed than
the end plug. The electrode achieves both the cooling and the clamping of the clad and therefore the
highest deformations are localized in the clad part that is not in contact with the electrode (clad part
out of the electrode).

3.2. Typical Deformation

The typical deformation of the clad is highlighted in Figure 5 where an elongated grain can be
used to observe the deformation. The shape of the outer upset shows that the clad is sliding along the
45◦ chamfer of the end plug. This upset will be removed for the SFR application. The sliding creates
a high deformation area (with an S-shaped grain) near the contact between the clad and the electrode.
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Figure 5. Evidence of the material deformation with the selected parameters (Fw; Iw; tw; Cs) = (2600 N;
14 kA; 10 ms; 0.8 mm).

In the internal side, the upset is composed of solidified grains due to expulsed molten materials
during welding. Heated materials (below melting temperature) seem to have flown from the clad
to the internal upset and are then trapped between the pieces. The deformation of the clad can be
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monitored by the measurement of the collapse value. The collapse value versus the dissipated energy
for 32 experiments within the process parameter range is plotted in Figure 6 for two different clad
stick-outs. The collapse (i.e., the deformation) increases when the dissipated energy increases for
a given Cs value. A high stick-out-value leads to a higher collapse value. It has to be noted that the
collapse can be higher than Cs due to an irregular hand-made chamfer on the electrode (cf. Figure 2).
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3.3. Welds with a Low Dissipated Energy

A weld achieved with process parameters leading to a low dissipated energy (370 J) is shown in
Figure 7. In the outer part of the weld joint, the faying surfaces are insufficiently joined. This spacing
between the faying surfaces will be called a lack of joining in the following.
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Figure 7. Example of a lack of joining (Mirror polish without etching) for a sample welded with the
selected parameters (Fw; Iw; tw; Cs) = (2600 N; 14 kA; 10 ms; 0.8 mm).

For all the welds presenting a lack of joining, their localization is always in the outer part of the
weld, roughly at the same place as shown in Figure 7. For each weld, two faces are observed and the
length of this lack of joining can be measured.

The “not welded length” plotted in Figure 8 as a function of the dissipated energy is the average
value of these two measures. It appears that an increase in the dissipated energy leads to a decrease of
the not welded length. For a shorter clad stick-out, the dissipated energy required to achieve welds
with no lack of joining on both sides is lower (450 J) than the dissipated energy required for a high
value of clad stick-out (530 J).
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3.4. Welds with a High Collapse

A weld achieved with process parameters leading to a high dissipated energy (537 J) is shown in
Figure 9. Some modifications of the microstructure and of the yttrium dispersion are observed in the
inner upset, at the interface and in the clad. The modified part in the clad starts from the electrode–clad
contact area and extends to the joint. The black dots on the etched pictures correspond to a fine grain
microstructure that is characteristic of a dynamical recrystallisation phenomenon. As shown in the
yttrium distribution mapping, the modifications of the oxide dispersion occur specifically in the area
where a recrystallisation phenomenon occurred. Clusters with a high density of yttrium surrounded
by an area with a deficit in yttrium contents are noticeable.
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Figure 9. Evidence of modification of the metallurgical state of the sample welded using the parameters
(Fw; Iw; tw; Cs) = (2600 N; 18 kA; 10 ms; 0.8 mm). (a) Optical micrograph of an etched sample; (b) WDS
Yttrium distribution.

It has to be noted that all the welds presenting a modification of the yttrium distribution at the
interface also presented a modification near the electrode–clad contact. It shows that recrystallization
may first take place at the electrode–clad contact and then spread to the interface and to the inner
upset. As a result, in Table 3, the modified area has been ranged from 0 to 4 (arbitrary unit) according
to its shape and its extent.
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Table 3. Classification used for the yttrium distribution modification.

Arbitrary Unit Shape and Extent

0 No yttrium modifications
1 Modification localised in the outer part of the joint with possible extension to the outer upset
2 Modification in the clad near the electrode piece contact
3 2 + spreading to the interface
4 3 + spreading through the interface to the inner upset

Two faces of the same weld are observed and two values are assigned. The “yttrium modification”
plotted in Figure 10 as a function of the collapse value, is the average of these two values.
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It appears that the yttria modification is more important when the collapse increases. A short
clad stick-out reduces the collapse and the welds with no yttrium modification are more numerous in
this configuration.

4. Discussion

The objective is to find a range of dissipated energy (i.e., process parameters) to achieve welds
with no lack of joining between the pieces and no modification of the oxide dispersion.

4.1. Lack of Joining between the Pieces

A lack of joining can appear in the outer part of the joint due to two phenomena:

• An electro-thermal phenomenon: The current flow is constricted in the inner part of the weld
joint because of the bulk end plug in contact with the thin clad. A higher current density in the
internal part of the welded joint leads to a higher temperature in this part than in the outer part of
the joint. This phenomenon has been simulated by Zirker [8] using electrothermal computation
on tube-rod geometry but no experimental evidence was shown. The observations of the material
flow on the inner part of the joint give credit to Zirker’s simulation.

• A thermo-mechanical phenomenon: The clad heats up faster than the end plug (due to the thermal
unbalance) resulting in softening the part of the clad out of the electrode. The applied force and
the 45◦ chamfer create a radial force, resulting in the sliding of the clad on the 45◦ chamfer.
This sliding can open the contact in the outer part, preventing its welding.

The lack of joining can be avoided with an increase of the dissipated energy (Figure 8), leading to
a higher collapse. Therefore, the end plug penetrates farther in the clad, closing the gap between the clad
and the end plug created during the sliding of the clad. Moreover, increasing the energy increased the
overall heat-up, resulting in a higher temperature in the outer part of the joint, preventing the defects.

A decrease in the clad stick-out reduces the not welded length. Decreasing the clad stick-out can
increase the stiffness of the clad part out of the electrode and should prevent the opening of the contact
by limiting the tube deformation and its sliding.
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4.2. Yttrium Modifications

A modification of the yttrium dispersion can lead to a long-term failure of the weldment due to
weakness points created by the lack of anchors to dislocation movement. The yttrium modification is
observed in areas where recrystallization occurred.

An increase in the modification extent occurs when the collapse increases (Figure 10). The collapse
value is highly influenced by the clad stick-out and the dissipated energy (Figure 6). As the collapse
increases, the clad deformation increases which combined with a high temperature can trigger the
dynamical recrystallization. Modified area localizations observed in Section 3.4 are consistent with the
area of high deformation observed in Section 3.2.

Some authors have proposed some mechanisms in order to correlate the recrystallization and the
modification of the Yttrium. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an interaction mechanism between oxides and
dislocations to explain the modification of the oxide dispersion during diffusion bonding of an ODS
alloy. Based on the works of Yazawa et al. [18], Yamamoto et al. [19] proposed that the oxide dispersion
can be modified during phase transformation of a 9% Cr ODS-alloy due to a modification in the
matrix-oxide coherency. Both dislocation movement and modification of the grain orientations occur
during dynamical recrystallization. Therefore, both hypotheses may explain the modification in the
yttrium distribution where the dynamical recrystallization occurred.

4.3. Optimizing Resistance Upset Welding for ODS Steel Fuel Cladding

Two types of defects to avoid are identified: a lack of joining between the pieces and a significant
modification of the Yttrium dispersion observable in WDS analyses.

The lack of joining between the pieces can be avoided by increasing the dissipated energy.
None of the welds below E = 450 J are free of this lack of joining (this value reached 530 J for
Cs = 0.8 mm). Therefore, for Cs = 0.2 mm, the dissipated energy must be higher than 450 J.

The Yttrium modification can be avoided by decreasing the collapse. The collapse is mainly
influenced by the dissipated energy and the clad stick-out. None of the welds above E = 550 J are free
of the modification in the yttrium distribution (this value drops to 375 J for Cs = 0.8 mm). Therefore,
for Cs = 0.2 mm, the dissipated energy must be lower than 550 J. Below 550 J, some welds still present
a modification of the yttrium distribution and other parameters have to be adjusted to avoid all the
defects in this area.

For a clad stick-out of 0.2 mm, a working area exists where welds free of both defects are produced.
This working area does not exist for a clad stick-out of 0.8 mm.

The working area is illustrated in Figure 11. The working area is located in a range of dissipated
energy between 450 and 550 J. The energy range may be highly dependent on the process route.
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However, some welds in the working area present an yttrium modification and/or a lack of
joining due to other process parameters that should be optimized as well. A weld produced in this
range and free of both defects is presented in Figure 12. After optimization, the reproducibility of the
process for the optimized process routes is observed.
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5. Conclusions

Resistance upset welding has been applied with success to the ODS steel PM2000 (20% Cr) for the
SFR fuel cladding application. For the given process parameters range, welds with different qualities
have been produced. The main conclusions are:

• The clad part out of the electrode is highly deformed during the process due to thermal unbalance
between the clad and the plug.

• For a high dissipated energy and a high collapse, the deformation of the clad can generate
recrystallization phenomena associated with a modification of the yttria distribution.

• For a low dissipated energy, the faying surfaces can be insufficiently joined on the outer part of
the join.

• For a clad stick-out of 0.2 mm, a range of dissipated energies exists where weldments with no
significant yttria distribution modification and no lack of joining between pieces can be produced.

Other process parameters, such as the geometry of the contact surfaces, could be optimized in
order to limit the deformation and avoid the lack of joining between pieces. The mechanical properties
of the modified area should also be studied because a given amount of yttrium modification may be
acceptable, rising the upper limit of the dissipated energy.
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